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Thwaites Glacier is one of the largest, most rapidly changing
glaciers on Earth, and its landward-sloping bed reaches the
interior of the marine West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which impounds
enough ice to yield meters of sea-level rise. Marine ice sheets with
landward-sloping beds have a potentially unstable conﬁguration
in which acceleration can initiate or modulate grounding-line
retreat and ice loss. Subglacial water has been observed and
theorized to accelerate the ﬂow of overlying ice dependent on
whether it is hydrologically distributed or concentrated. However,
the subglacial water systems of Thwaites Glacier and their control
on ice ﬂow have not been characterized by geophysical analysis.
The only practical means of observing these water systems is
airborne ice-penetrating radar, but existing radar analysis approaches
cannot discriminate between their dynamically critical states. We
use the angular distribution of energy in radar bed echoes to
characterize both the extent and hydrologic state of subglacial
water systems across Thwaites Glacier. We validate this approach
with radar imaging, showing that substantial water volumes are
ponding in a system of distributed canals upstream of a bedrock
ridge that is breached and bordered by a system of concentrated
channels. The transition between these systems occurs with increasing surface slope, melt-water ﬂux, and basal shear stress. This
indicates a feedback between the subglacial water system and
overlying ice dynamics, which raises the possibility that subglacial
water could trigger or facilitate a grounding-line retreat in Thwaites
Glacier capable of spreading into the interior of the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet.
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hwaites Glacier is an outlet glacier in the Amundsen Sea
Embayment (Fig. 1A), the most rapidly changing sector of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) (1–3) and a leading
component of deglaciation scenarios (4–6). As such, the future
stability of Thwaites Glacier is a signiﬁcant factor in sea-level
projections. Although subglacial water has been observed to
cause signiﬁcant acceleration in large Antarctic outlet glaciers
(7), the potential for a similar (possibly destabilizing) subglacialwater-driven acceleration in Thwaites Glacier has not been
geophysically assessed. Subglacial water systems have a diverse
range of conﬁgurations (8) including lakes (9), sheets (10), canals
(11), channels (11), and saturated tills (12); however, their
control on ice ﬂow is principally determined by whether the
water is hydrologically distributed or concentrated (10). Distributed water systems are inefﬁcient at drainage and increase
basal lubrication with increased water ﬂux, whereas concentrated
water systems are efﬁcient at drainage and do not increase basal
lubrication (10). Therefore, the sensitivity of ice-ﬂow acceleration and grounding-line stability for Thwaites Glacier will depend on the existence, locations, and interconnections of these
two kinds of water systems beneath it.
Airborne sounding with ice-penetrating radar has the unique
potential to provide both catchment-scale detection of water
extent and meter-scale characterization of the geometrically
expressed hydrologic state. Radar sounding is a long-established
technique for acquiring ice thickness proﬁles and has been used
to detect large subglacial water bodies as ﬂat and bright surfaces
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1302828110

in radargrams (13, 14). Subglacial water produces stronger echoes than grounded bed because it has a stronger dielectric contrast with the ice; however, echo-strength-based classiﬁcations
are subject to ambiguities from temperature and chemical variations (15) within the overlying ice, which can lead to erroneous
identiﬁcation of water at the bed (16) and are insufﬁcient to
classify the dynamic state of detected water bodies. Such classiﬁcation requires moving from a detection-centric approach to
a measure of the angular distribution of returned energy that can
be related to the meter-scale geometry, orientation, and hydrologic state of water systems.
Hydrologically distributed water systems are in pressure
equilibrium with the overlying ice and their melt–freeze processes tend to produce planar reﬂecting interfaces (17). Concentrated water systems, by contrast, are not in pressure
equilibrium and their water ﬂow can melt channels into the ice
with curved reﬂecting interfaces (11). This difference in reﬂecting interface geometry produces distinct radar scattering signatures that can be used as an indicator of the dynamic state of
water systems. In this work, we apply range-migrated synthetic
aperture focusing (18) to radar sounding data and quantify the
angular distribution of returned energy in terms of a measure we
call the specularity content of the bed echo. Specular interfaces
produce sharp mirror-like reﬂections and diffuse interfaces
scatter energy uniformly in all directions (19). Actual surfaces
include both specular and diffuse components in their returned
energy, and we deﬁne the specularity content of an interface to
be the portion of the returned energy that is contributed by the
specular component. To calculate the specularity content, we
compare the focused echo strengths produced using different
along-track apertures and determine what portion of the
returned energy is contributed by specular reﬂection. Notably,
specularity content only measures the angular distribution of
energy in radar returns and is therefore insensitive to attenuation
uncertainty from poorly constrained ice temperature and
chemistry (15, 16).
The Thwaites Glacier catchment is the location of the most
extensive coherent, gridded, airborne radar sounding survey in
West Antarctica (20), with ice-penetrating radar data collected on
a 15- × 15-km grid, using the 60-MHz HiCARS radar sounder (18)
(Fig. 1). In this study, we performed range-migrated synthetic
aperture radar focusing (18) on over 40,000 line-kilometers of
coherent radar sounding proﬁles to produce two sets of radargrams focused over along-track apertures of 700 m and 2 km,
making it possible to calculate the specularity content of bed
echoes for the entire catchment.
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Fig. 1. Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica. (A) The bed elevation of the Thwaites Glacier catchment (black square) in the context of the marine West Antarctic
Ice Sheet. (B) The bed elevation for only the Thwaites Glacier catchment (gray boundary). (C) The orthogonal 15-km survey grid of the Thwaites Glacier
catchment shown in the context of ice-surface speeds above 35 m/y (28). The dark and light magenta dots show the locations for the radargrams in Fig. 4B.

Results
Our results show high specularity values in the upstream portion
of the catchment that are localized and oriented along modeled
hydrologic pathways (Fig. 2A), indicating ﬂat distributed water
bodies in equilibrium with the overlying ice. The orthogonal grid
conﬁguration for the survey (Fig. 1B) also makes it possible to
examine each direction of the survey independently, showing
that the bed echo specularity is highly anisotropic (Fig. 2 B and
C). These results indicate that the subglacial water system is itself
anisotropic, restricting the possible conﬁgurations of subglacial
water to either distributed canals (8, 11) or concentrated channels (8, 11) (Fig. 3). Distributed canal systems are composed of
networks of ﬂat subglacial water bodies, tens of meters across,
that are eroded into sediment at the ice–bed interface and increase basal lubrication with increased water ﬂux. Concentrated
channel systems are composed of networks of roughly semicylindrical subglacial water bodies, a few meters across, that are
carved upward into the ice and largely do not affect basal lubrication (11).
The specularity content of bed echoes for Thwaites Glacier
(Fig. 4A) shows high specularity values under the major tributaries
and the upstream portion of the trunk, indicating substantial
volumes of water ponding in distributed canals and increasing
in area as it approaches a bedrock ridge (visible in Fig. 1B).
Notably, a drop in specularity is evident downstream of the ridge,
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which could be the result of either of two phenomena: (i) the
water system is trapped upstream of the ridge and water is not
continuing downstream in sufﬁcient quantities to be detected or
(ii) the downstream water system has a different conﬁguration
that does not have a ﬂat specular surface (e.g., concentrated
channels). Distributed subglacial canals and concentrated subglacial channels have distinct morphologies and radar scattering
signatures (Fig. 3). These indicate that a transition from distributed canals to concentrated channels should produce a signiﬁcant decrease in specularity accompanying a comparatively
high relative echo strength (21). The relative echo strength and
specularity content for three major subglacial hydrologic pathways (Fig. 4B) show that in the upstream region specularity and
relative echo strength do track one another closely and that in
the downstream region specularity does fall as the bed echo
strength remains high, matching the expected response for a
canal to channel transition with signiﬁcant quantities of water
continuing to ﬂow past the ridge to the grounding line in a concentrated network. This interpretation is supported by cross-ﬂow
focused radargrams (Fig. 4D) that show broad, ﬂat reﬂectors
(consistent with a network of distributed canals) underlie the
region upstream of the transition, with bright returns coming
from distinct scatters downstream of the transition (consistent
with a network of concentrated channels).
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Fig. 2. Echo specularity from an anisotropic subglacial water system. (A) The average of the bed echo specularity for orthogonal grid directions shown with
the subglacial hydrologic pathways derived from surface and bed elevations (29).The bed echo specularity for the (B) north–south grid direction and (C) east–
west grid direction.
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which is consistent with the theoretical expectations for the impact of such a transition on ice ﬂow, with distributed canal systems reducing basal drag and concentrated channel systems
having little or no effect (10).
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Discussion
These results provide an attenuation-independent, catchmentwide characterization of the conﬁguration and hydrologic state
of the Thwaites Glacier subglacial water system. The system
consists of a distributed network of canals ponding behind
a bedrock ridge and feeding a system of concentrated channels
downstream. Although the concentrated portion of the water
system could occupy deeply incised channels like those observed
on the deglaciated inner shelf (23), we do not observe deep
water-ﬁlled basins, which are hypothesized as sources of meltwater ﬂoods capable of eroding those channels (23, 24). The
transition from a distributed to a concentrated water system
occurs with increasing surface slope, water ﬂux, and basal shear
stress, providing observational evidence for the theorized control
of the ice surface on the conﬁguration of subglacial water as well
as the control of the subglacial water on ice ﬂow. The effect of
this direct feedback, like the effect of subglacial sedimentation
processes (25), is likely to be temporary stabilization of the
Thwaites grounding line through increased downstream basal
traction until external forcing is strong enough to overcome that
stabilization and produce a rapid retreat. This particular process
and the general feedback between ice ﬂow and subglacial water
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Fig. 3. Concentrated channels and distributed canals. Cartoon representations of the subglacial water conﬁguration and radar scattering for (A)
concentrated channels carved into the overlying ice with an approximately
semicylindrical reﬂecting interface and (B) distributed canals eroded into the
underlying sediment with an approximately planar reﬂecting interface (11).

The transition from a distributed to a concentrated water
system occurs with increasing surface slope and basal water ﬂux
(Fig. 4C), which are the conditions under which such a transition
is predicted by theoretical studies of the regimes of stability for
distributed canals and concentrated channels (11). The transition
is also accompanied by an increase in basal shear stress (22),
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Fig. 4. Transition from distributed canals to concentrated canals in Thwaites Glacier. (A) Specularity content in the context of subglacial hydraulic potential
(contours) and tributary boundaries (black lines) showing high specularity values in the tributaries and upper trunk. Three major subglacial pathways (light
gray lines) and the distributed-to-concentrated transition (black box) are also shown. (B) Bed echo strength and specularity content for three major subglacial
pathways (with distributed-to-concentrated transition in gray). (C) The width-averaged surface proﬁle, upstream basal melt water, and basal shear stress. (D)
Focused cross-ﬂow radargrams showing broad reﬂectors consistent with distributed canals (dark magenta dot) upstream of the transition and concentrated
channels downstream (light magenta dot), each with ∼2,100 m of ice cover.
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raises the possibility that subglacial hydrology could play a large,
even dominant, role in evolution, stability, and potential retreat
of Thwaites Glacier and the WAIS.
Materials and Methods
The radar data over Thwaites Glacier were collected (20) using a coherent icepenetrating radar system (20) with a center frequency of 60 MHz and a 15MHz bandwidth. We used coherent, range-migrated, synthetic aperture
radar focusing that accounts for refraction at the air–ice interface to produce radargrams for two apertures of ∼700 m and 2 km. We determined the
specularity content by comparing the focused energy produced by these two
apertures and calculating the relative contributions of isotropic diffuse
returns and narrow specular reﬂections. The specularity is calculated
along each survey line and 5-km gridded specularity maps are produced
for each of the two survey directions in addition to a specularity map from
the average of these two orthogonal orientations, which is a proxy for the
portion of the bed covered by specular reﬂectors with any orientation. We
determined the major hydrologic pathways using gridded 5-km bed topography and ice-surface elevation using steepest descent to determine
path direction (9). For the pathway proﬁles, we extracted specularity
content from the 5-km gridded total specularity data and determined
relative echo strength by empirically performing a distance and loss
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